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RELEASE NO. 53
November 16,1945
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
Release No. 3100

SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
Release No. 3750

PUBLIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANY ACT OF 1935
Release No. 6200
In the Matter of “Charges in Lieu of Taxes”-Statement of tbe Commission’s Opinion Regarding “Charges
in Lieu of Income Taxes” and ’‘‘Provisions for Income Taxes” in the Profit and Loss Statement.
The purpose of this statement is to outline the
Commission’s views in the matter of so-called
“Charges in lieu of income taxes” and of “Provisions ,for income taxes” which are intentionally
in excess of those actually expected to be payable;
to give the reasons for that opinion; and to state
its views on the points which certain accounting
firms have made in connection with the principles
discussed herein.
For some time there has been growing up a
practice, tolerated by some accountants and
sincerely advocated by others, pursuant to which
the current income account is charged. under the
heading of income taxes or charges in lieu of income taxes, not only with the income taxes expected to be paid by the company but also with an
additional sum equivalent to the reduction in
taxes brought about by unusual circumstances in
a particular year.’ Certain public utility companies have included such charges and excessive
income tax provisions among their operating expenses. This additional charge against income is,
in most cases, offset either by a credit to surplus or
by utilizing the reduction for some special purpose
such as eliminating a portion of unamortized discount on bonds. The amount of the estimated
reduction has been colloquially termed a “tax
1 In general, the unusual circumstances are based on differences in the accounting treatment of certain items for income tax purposes and for general financial purposes. For
example, losses and expenses which had to be taken aa income
tax deductions in tt given period were not also taken aa deductions in the profit and loss statement for the same period.
Instead, because of differences in accounting methods, such
items had already been charged off against income in previous yearn, or were being charged off directly to surplue
or reserves, or were to be deferred and charged off against
income in future years.

saving” and the general problem is loosely referred
to as the “treatment of tax savings.”2
This practice with its variants has caused the
Commission some concern and it seems desirable
now to state our views as to the accounting procedures,appropriate in such situations and to give
the reasons for them. In summary, our conclusions are as follows:
1. The amount shown as prqvision for taxes
should reflect only actual taxes believed to be
payable under the applicable tax laws.
2. It may be appropriate, and under some
circumstances such as a cash refunding operation it is ordinarily necessary, to accelerate
the amortization of deferred items by charges
against income when such items have been
treated as deductions for tax purposes.*
3. The use of the caption “Charges or provisions in lieu of taxes” is not acceptable.
4. If it is determined, in view of the tax
effect now attributable to certain transactions,
2 We think this terminology is undesirable in principle arid
possibly misleading. Our preference is to call them “tax reductions.” See note 23 infra.
8Under the controlling decisions of the Federal courts
(Helvering v. Calijmia Oregon Power Go., 76 F. (%
044I)
(1935) D. of C., Helvering v. Union Public Senrice Co., 76 F.
(2d) 723 (1935)Eighth Circuit) unamortized bond discount and
expense applicable to bonds being refunded through the issuance of new bonds for cash are deductible for purposes of
the Federal income tax in the year in which the refunding takes
place. Not all accountants, however, are in accord that such
items must as a matter of sound accounting be immediately
written off. Many believe that such items should preferably
be amortized against income over the life of the refunding
issue if a correct statement of the cost of money is to be obtained. (Cf. Healy. Treatment of Debt, Discount and Premium
Upon Rejunding, 7 3 Journal of Accountancy, 199 (March

1942).)

to accelerate the ammtizatim of deferred
charges or to write off losses by means of
charges to the income account, the charge
made should be so captioned as to indicate
clearly the expenses or losses written off.
5. The location within the income statement
af any such special charge should depend on
bhe mature of the item being written &. In the
awe cjf a public utility, for example, a special
m w t k t k n s4 h d clkewmt and expense
M d n& be shewn m an -ti=
expense
M h i d k -e
tia a speed ikm along
w&h &her k&r& anel debt service charges
in the tc&herdebthrns” seetion.
6. It is appropriate?to call attention to the
existence of the special charge by the use of
appropriate explanatory language in connection with intermediate balances and totals.
7. In the preparation of statements reflecting
estimates d f u b w earnings, it is w&narily
permissible to reflect as .income taxes the
amount which ist is expected will be payable if
sueh earnings are realized provided, of course,
the wwnptions as to the tax mtes are. diselat?d.
8. In the p p a m t i o n of statements which are
&&ped ‘to “give effect” to q e c i e d trarisactbns, the provision for taxes may, depending
cm a11 the facts and circumstances, properly
Feprewnt d t k (a) the &d taxes paid b r ing the perid &jt&ed t
x give effect to the
*
, er, (59) an estimate of
bke taxes that i%fa expeeted wiH be payable
SM
the income of future years be equal in
m o u n t to the adjusted income shown in the
statement. The statement should, of course,
clearly show what the provisimi fw taxes purport4 to represent.
The reasons for our views ean best be-developed
by lasing the facts relating to a regktrittion statement recently fikd by th;, Virginia Electric and
Power Company (VEPCO) under the &&urities
Act ef 1933 in which we ‘took a psition ?in the
matter. This case k chosen not k l y becauie its
h 6 s are typical of most cases in which this problem arises bu$ also because the public accountants who certified the financial statements in
that cafile have &nee appeared bfwe us and pre-

m-

sented in detail. their views in the ~ n a t t e r .The
~
discussion of this case and of the general problem
which it typifies will be presented under the following main headings :

I. The background of the Vepco Case-A brief
description of the registration and qf the transaction~giving rise to the problem.
11. The Certified Financial Statement8 Originally Filed-A description of the certified
financial statements originally filed,pointing out
briefly our difficulties with the way in which the
so+lled “tax saving” was handled.
111. Amenaments to the Certi’ed StatementsA description of the certified income statements
after each of the amendments, pointing out
briefly in each case our objections to the
treatment accorded tax provisions and “tax
savings.”
IV, The Pro Forma Income Statements-A
brief description of the pro forma statements
filed, pointing out our objections to the treatment of taxes in the statements originally filed.
-V. The Findings. and Opinion of the Commission in the Related Case-In tb Matter of
. Virginia Electric and Power Compang ( H . C . A .
Release 674l)-A description df the financial
statements and ratios set forth in that opinion
which were criticized in some respects by the
I

4 In the summer of 1944, we caused to be circulated for comment a proposed Accounting Series release containing a
tentative statement of dur conclusions in this matter. Commenta were received from accountants, registrants and othem
interested in the problem and a number of informal conferences
were arranged with the staff and the Commission. Of the 28
letters and comments received, 5 individuals or firms and a
committee of the American Institute of Accountants objected
to the general position taken in the draft. Subsequently, in
December, 1944, the Committee on Accounting Procedure of
the ‘American Institute of Accountants issued a bulletin
“Accounting for Income Taxes” which in a number of important respects is inconsi,stent with the conclusions we have
reached. In January, 1946, the Committee on Accounting
$rinciples and Praetice of the New Jersey Society of Certified
Public Accouptanta is’sued a statement with respect to the
A.I.A. bulletin, taking some exception to the proposal8 made
BB to the treatment of “tax savings.” In coming to a final conclusip in this .matter+we 4ave given extensive consideration
to the views expressed and the points made by those commenting on the tentative statement of our views, aa well as to the
oontrary position taken in the bulletin mentioned.
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certifying accountants in their discussion of this
problem.
VI. The treatment of “Tax Savings” in
Financial Statements Filed with this Commission
-A detailed discussion of the considerations
underlying our views as to the treatment of
income taxes and of so-called “tax savings.”
I

THE BACKGROUND OF THE VEPCO CASE

On March 23, 1945, the Virginia Electric and
Power Company (VEPCO) filed with this Commission under the Securities Act of 1933 a registration
statement covering its First and Refunding
Mortgage Bonds, Series E. The statement after
being amended several times became effective on
April 20, 1945, as to $59 million of such bonds.
Certain financial statements of VEPCO included in
the registration statement were certified by
Lybrand, Ross Brothers & Montgomery. Those of
Virginia Public Service Company, a company
recently merged with VEPCO, were certified by
Arthur Andersen & Co. Several days after the
amended statement became effective, representatives of both firms of certifying accountants
appeared before the Commission to discuss certain
accounting questions as to the treatment of income
taxes and of the so-called “tax savings.”
In the registration statement filed by VEPCO,
certified financial statements for the years 1942,
1943 and 1944 were filed for VEPCO, for Virginia
Public Service Company which had been merged
with VEPCO on May 26, 1944, and for the two
companies combined. In addition, there were filed
“adjusted” balance sheets and income statements
designed to give effect to the merger with Virginia
Public Service Company, the sale of certain
transportation properties, the proposed refinancing
and certain related adjustments.
The accounting and “tax savings” issues centered on the treatment to be accorded the following
three items which arose out of transactions that
had occurred in 1944.
1. Premiums and expenses incurred in refunding VEPCO’s bonds, amounting to $2,383,096.46.6
61n 1942 Virginia Public Service Company called for redemption certain of ita outstanding bonds. Unamortized

2. A loss of $3,418,715.16sustained upon the
sale by VEPCO of certain transportation properties.
3. An item of $600,949 said to arise out of the
asserted fact that the nc@rnal depreciation of
certain plant facilities was substantially less
than the amortization of such facilities taken for
tax purposes at 20 percent per annum under
Section 124 of the Internal Revenue Code.6

In the original registration statement, and in all
of the amendments, the registrant and its accountants took the position that the income statements
should be prepared in such a way as to reflect
therein charges equal to what it was estimated
Federal excess profits taxes would have been had
not the special transactions occurred. In the
original filing the provision for excess profits taxes
was shown as an operating expense not-in the
amount expected to be paid but in the amount that
would have been payable had not the three special
items existed. After the second amendment, the
provision for excess profits taxes was shown at
what was actually estimated to be payable for the
current year under the applicable tax law, but a
separate additional charge, specially described,was
also included among the operating expenses in an
amount equal to the difference between the
provision for actual taxes and the estimated
provision that would have been needed had not
debt discount and expense, call premium and expensea applicable to the redeemed bonds amounted to $2,021,708.13.
Solely in order to simplify the present discussion, this item ia
not discussed in detail although its treatment involved much
the same problems aa the 1944 refunding.
6 Section 124 of the Internal Revenue Code provides for the
deduction by taxpayers, at their election, of accelerated
amortization of property (including Imd) constituting an
“emergency facility” by reaaon of certification by designated
Government authorities that the property waa necessary in
the interest of national defense. Such amortization, which
is in lieu of a deduction for ordinary depreciation usually a t a
much lower annual rate, is based on an arbitrary Byear life
period but this may be amended to such shorter period aa will
end with the date officially declared aa the end of the emergency war period. The President, by proclamation terminated
the emergency period referred to in # 124 as of September 29,
1946.TheVEPCOBtatementsdonotindicatethedollar amounts
of such facilities, the normal depreciation taken, or the amortisation taken for tax purposes. The figure of $609,949 represents
the company’s estimate of the amount by which Federal taxes
would have been increaaed had only the normal depreciation
been taken for tax purposes.
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the three items existed. The third and fourth
amendments altered the description of these
special charges, and their position in the income
account. The wording of some of the other related
captions was also modified. As finally amended,
special charges representing portions of the
premium and expenses on redemption of the bonds
and of loss on sale of properties were wholly
excluded from the operating expenses and set out
as a separate item of “deductions from income.”
The adjustment within the income account based
on the treatment of emergency facilities was
eliminated. The extent to which this presentation
reflects the views expressed in this opinion will be
pointed out later.
In Exhibits A, B, C and D there are presented
the relevant portions of the 1944 income statement
as originally filed and after each amendment.
11

THE CERTIFIED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
ORIGINALLY FILED

The Commission’s directly applicable accounting requirements are found in Rules 3-01(a),
3-06, 5-03 and 11-02 of Regulation S-X. The
pertinent portions of the rules are reprinted in the
footnote: 7
7 a. Rule 5-03 (Profit and Loss or Income Statements)
Caption 16-ccPr0vision for income and ezeess profits tax*.State separately (a) Federal normal income and excess profits
taxes; (b) other Federal income taxes; and (c) other income
t a x a .”
b. Rule 5-03. Caption 12--“Miacellaneous income &dwtions-State separately, with explanations, any significant
amounts, designating clearly the nature of the transactions
out of which the items arose.”
c. Rule 11-02 (Statement of Surplus) Captions 3 and 4“3. Other additions to surplus-specify. If two or more of the
classes of surplus specified in the rule as to the form and content of the particular balance sheet are stated in one amount,
the nature of other additions to surplus (caption 3) and of
other deductions from surplus (caption 4) shall nevertheless
be so designated as to indicate clearly their classification in
accordance with such applicable rule. 4. Deductions from surplus other than-dividenda.-Specify. See caption 3.”
d. The second sentence of caption 2B of Rule 5-03: “A
public utility company using a uniform system of accounts or
a form for annual report prescribed by Federal or State
authorities, or a similar system or report, may follow the
general segregation of operating expenses prescribed by such
system or report.’,
e. Rule 3-01 (a)--“Financial statements may be fled in
such form and order, and may we such generally accepted

I t is apparent that these rules called for the
careful segregation and clear description of any
nonrecurring or unusual items charged or credited
to the income account or to earned surplus. The
plain import of caption 15 of Rule 5-03 is that
there shall be shown thereunder only amounts
actually provided for income taxes.
With those requirements in mind we turn to the
income statement originally filed by the registrant,
and certified by its accountants, purportedly in
conformity to the requirements of the Securities
Act and the rules and regulations issued thereunder.
As will be seen from Exhibit A, there was set
forth in the 1944 income statement, as an operating
expense, an amount for excess profits taxes equal
to what the registrant computed would have been
the amount of such taxes had none of the three
special items existed. This excess profits tax figure
appeared under the caption , “Taxes, excluding
reductions shown separately below or applied
against items charged directly to surplus.”
The reduction in taxes attributed by the
registrant t o the excess of the tax amortization of
emergency facilities over the normal depreciation
thereon was added back t o net income at the very
bottom of the statement under this caption:
“Reduction in Federal income and excess
profits taxes resulting from the amortization of
facilities allowable as emergency facilities under
the Internal Revenue Code, which facilities are
expected to be employed through their normal
life and not to replace existing facilities - - - - - - - $609,949.”
The sum of this item and of a figure labelled “Net
Income” was described as “Balance transferred to
earned surplus . . .”

In the related surplus statements,. charges were
set forth in respect of the refunding costs and the
terminology, 88 will best indicate their significance and character in the light of the provisions applicable thereto.”
f. Rule 3-06--“The information required with respect to
any statement shall be furnished as a minimum requirement
to which shall be added such further material information
aa is necessary to make the required statements, in the light of
the circumstancesunder which they are made, not misleading.
This rule shall be applicable to all statements required to be
filed, including copies of statements required to be filed in the
first instance with other governmental agencies."
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loss on sale of transportation properties as follows:

“Loss arising in connection with sale in 1944
of transportation property, less resulting reduction in Federal taxes on income,-$1,361,842.16”
“Redemption premiums and expenses.in connection with refunding of bonds, less resulting
reduction in Federal taxes on income_ _ - _ _ - - _ - - _ - - _ - _ _ - _ - - - - _$291,919.46”
------

________

There were no notes to the certified income or
surplus statements in further explanation of these
items.*
The 1944 income statement as orighdly ft4d by
8 In the 1942 income statements of Virginia Pub€ic Service
Company a similar transaction wm explained by m a n s of a
footnote which if read in conjunction with the surplus statement disclosed the total refunding expenses. The note read
as follows:
I&(C>’
Federal Inconie and Excess Profits Taxes:
Virginia Public Service Company and subsidiaries-The
statements of income for the year 1942 include provision for
Federal normal income and excess profits taxes computed
on the basis of taxable net income after deducting amortieed
debt discount and expense, call premium and duplicate interest on long-term debt called for redemption in 1942.
The reduction resulting from the availability of these nonrecurring deductions in computing the amount of 1942 tuea
payable amounts to $1,517,158 and an equal amount has been
deducted in the accompanying statements of incoUke for 1942
as special amortization of debt discount aiad expense. The
balance of unamortized debt diecount and axpense, call
premium and duplicate interest on long-term debt o s b d for
redemption in 1942 was charged against earned swpb.
“However, the taxable net income as computed did not
reflect the deduction, for tax purposes, of losaes upon sales
of ice and railway property, and certain other items charged
to surplus. As a result, provisions charged to income in 1942
were approximately $330,000 in excess of the company’s
liability for Federal income taxes as shown in its tax return
for that year. Pending review of the returns, this excess provision is included in accrued Federal income and excess profits
,
taxes at December 31, 1943.
“In 1943 the company fled a claim for refund of 1941Federal
taxes in the net amount of approximately $297,000 under the
carry-back provisio’ns of the 1942 Revenue Act. However,
this amount is subject to such adjustments as may result
from review by the U.S. Treasury Department and the claim
has not been recorded upon the books of the company.”
* * * (See also Exhibit A.)

The total refunding expenses can be computed by adding
the disclosed reduction of $1,571,158 to the $460,549.98
which is shown as a net direct debit to earned surplus.

the registrant and certified by its public accountants, did not comply with the applicable requirements and in our opinion was clearly misleading in
the following important respects:
1. The total loss on sale of transportation
properties was not shown.
2. The amount of refunding expenses in 1944
could not be determined.
3. The amount provided for the estimated
tax liability for1944 could not be determined.
4. ‘The treatment and disclosure of similar
fransactions was different. In 1942 the amount
of the estimated reduction in taxes due to the
refunding was stated; this was not done as to
the 1944refunding. Also the treatment accorded
tax deductible losses charged to surplus was
different in 1942 than in 1944.
An investor could thus determine from the
certified financial statements only that the sum of
the tax liability plus loss on transportation
properties plus the refunding expenses amounted
to a certain figure as follows:
Provision for taxes (as shown in the income statment)
$2,139,496.39
Federal income tax
Federal excess profits
- - - - - - - 8,164,807.79
(351,081.99)
Post-war credit. -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _____ - _ _
-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ________
Total tax provision______ _ _ ________

9,963,286.19

Surplus charges, less resulting reduction in
Federal taxes on inaome
h s on transportation properties- - - - %funding expensea- - - -

1,361,842.16
291,919.46

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

11,607,046.81

Lege:

Reduction due to amortization of emergency facilities (as ‘shown in the income statement) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

__ -

______ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _

Balance

609,949 .OO
$10,997,097 .E1

It is true that by reference to the uncertified
proforma or adjusted income statements it can be
determined that the reduction in taxes due to the
items charged to surplus was $4,148,050. It is
obviously unsound, however, to expect that a
collateral disclosure in one set of statements will be
inevitably and clearly connected by the reader
with. the information given in another and certified
set of statements, at least without a clear cut cross
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reference.9 This was apparently recognized since in
the first amendment a paragraph was added to
Note C to, the income statement disclosingtthe
$4,148,050figure.’* However, even with this figure
before him the reader could determine only the
aggregate reduction attributed to two wholly
disparate items. It seems self-evident that the
actual total loss on transportation properties sold
and the total amount of refunding expenses are
material facts. We think it equally apparent that
the estimated amount of actual taxes is an
important fact.’’
There is another, though less patent difficulty.
The amount shown for excess profits taxes was
$8,164,870.79.The post-war credit against excess
profits taxes was shown as $351,081.99,or at the
rate of about 4.3 percent. Since the post-war credit
is normally 10 percent of the excess profits tax, the
disparate relationship of these two figures should
raise a question t o even the average reader of the
statement. There was, however, no explanation
directed to this point. When the figure shown for
excess profits taxes was reduced to the actual
amount believed to be payable ($3,406,871.79)
no
change was made in the amount shown for the
0 As we said in our opinion In the matter of Universal
Camera Corporation (Securities Act Release 3076, June 29,
1945): “A disclosure which makes the facts available in such
form that their significance is apparent only upon searching
analysis by experts does not meet the standards imposed by
the Securities Act of 1933 as we understand that Act.”
The first amendment was filed before the staff issued its
letter of deficiencies.
11 The treatment in this case is particularly uneatisfactory
since the aggregate “reduction” is not divided proportionately
between the two items. From the amended statements, it
appears that the total loss on transportation properties was
$3,418,715.16of which $1,361,842.16 or about 40 percent
appeared aa a charge to surplus, In the case of the refunding
expenses the total amount was $2,383,096.46of which, however, only $291,919.46 or about IB perm& was charged to
surplus. Inquiry developed that these differences were due
first to the fact that in computing the estimated actual tax
for the year, the amount recognised as an allowable tax deduction was about $1 million less than the $3,418,715recorded
as a loss on the books; and, second, to the fact that the refunding expenses used as a tax deduction amounted to about
$63,000 more than those written off in the eccounts. The
amount of the reduction in taxes due to each of these two items
waa computed by applying a rate of 85.5 percent, that k,
the 95 percent excess profit8 tax rate less the 10 percent poetwar credit. Without knowledge of these important facts,
even an expert could do no more than guess a t what had been
done with the accounts.
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post-war credit. Apparently the amount by which
the excess profits tax provision was increased on
account of the charges to surplus was net of the
statutory 10 percent credit. In other words, the
figure shown as a provision for excess profits taxes
was doubly a hybrid. First it combined actual
taxes with “tax savings.’’ Second to the extent of
the estimated actual liability it was computed at
the rate of 95 percent, but as to amounts in excess
of actual liability, the rate used appears to have
been 85.5 percent-that is, the full 96 percent less
the 10 percent post-war credit.
There remains a final point-the caption under
which the tax provision was set forth. The language
“Taxes-excluding reductions shown separately
below or applied against items charged directly to
surplus’’ in our opinion scarcely lends itself to
ready understanding but instead is apt very easily
to convey exactly the opposite of its intended
meaning through its use of “exclude me in”
language. In our opinion such a description of this
hybrid item represents a distinct barrier rather
than an aid to understanding.19
In addition to all of the above difficulties, two
much more basic questions are presented by the
registrant’s accounts: (1) whether there may or
should be included in the operating expenses of a
regulated public utility, under the capt.ionof taxes,
any b o u n t in excess of the amount estimated to
be actually payable under the applicableprovisions
of the tax laws; and (2) whether any amount
should be included in or with such operating
expenses to compensate for the reduction in taxes
due to items like those in question here. These
issues are raised more clearly by the statements in
their amended form and discussion of them will be
deferred until the amendments have been
described.

AMENDMENTS TO THE CERTIFIED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

.In view of objections on the part of the Commission’s staff to the income statements aa
originally filed, .a-fo h a l letter of deficiencies was
sent on April 14, 1946 specifically criticising the
presentation of the items under discussion as
follows:
U S e e n. 9 mpra.
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“It is noted that the earned surplus statement
for the year 1942 reflects charges aggregating
$497,288.10 representing ‘Unamortized debt discount and expense, call premiums and duplicate
interest on long-term debt called for redemption,
less resulting reduction in Federal taxes on
income.’ It is also noted that the earned surplus
statement for the year 1944 reflects charges of
$1,361,842.16 and $291,919.46 representing ‘Loss
arising in connection with sale in 1944 of transportation property’ and ‘Redemption premium
and expenses in connection with refunding of
bonds’ respectively, less, in each instance, ‘resulting reduction in Federal taxes on income.’
Further, it is noted that the 1944 income statements reflect ‘tax savings’ aggregating $609,949.00 resulting from special amortization of
emergency facilities.
“It appears that the total effective charges to
savings in Federal’incomeand excess profits taxes
resulting from the above redemption o€ bonds,
sale of property and special amortization of
emergency facilities should be reflected separately
in the income account under an appropriate
descriptive title. In this connection, the title
‘charge in lieu of taxes’ will’ not meet such
requirement. Such amounts should be shown
immediately below the total of ‘Operating Expenses and Taxes.‘ ” 18
Following the filing of the first amendment on
April 2, there occurred several discussionswith the
staff based generally on the position taken in the
letter of deficiencies dated April 14. In these
discussions it was made clear that the staff took
the position that the tax provision should not
exceed the estimated amount believed to be payable and that charges to the income account “in
lieu of taxes” could not be considered operating
expenses. The staff also took the position that it
I

We do not construe this paragraph to mean that charges
may be made to income for the eo-caIled “tax savings,”
provided oqly they are separately set fdrth. If it does, we

disagree. We construe the language to mean rather that where
taxes are reduced due to special circumstances special cherges
of an equivalent amount may be made to the income account,
if the particular item involved is one thdt m y pmperly be
made to income and if the special charge is clearly described
for what it is, for example, “Special charge-&to unamortbed
bond discount.”

would not object to charging the income account
with so much of the two items charged to surplus
(loss on sale of transportation properties and
refunding expenses) as wzls equal to the company’s
estimate of the reduction in taxes caused by such
items,
The second amendment was filed on April 16,
1945, substantially revising the certified income
statement for 1944. In the amended statement, the
provision for excess profits taxes was shown at the
amount estimated to be actually payable. The
following new item, equal to the reduction in the
amount shown as excess profits taxes, was inserted
under the general heading “Operating Expenses
and Taxes.”
“Special charges equivalent to reduction in
Federal excessprofits taxes resulting from special
amortization of emergency facilities (reduction
shown separately below) and from redemption
of bonds and sale of property (reductions
applied against related items charges to surplus) - - _ _ -_- - - _ - _ - - - - - -$4,767,999.”

__

__ _ __

_

The item was‘inserted immediately after a total
captioned “Total Operating expenses and taxes
before special charges.” The sum of the special
charges and the above caption was labeled: “Total
operating expenses and taxes including special
charges” and this’item was then deducted from the
total of operating revenues to arrive at a figure
labeled :“Net operating revenues.” The remainder
of the income statement, and the surplus accounts
were the same as in the original filing except that a
paragraph added by amendment #1 to Note C t o
the income statement was dropped, presumably
because the $4,148,060 figure it disclosed could
now be derived from data given in the income
statement.14 It will be recalled that this figure was
the total amount by which taxes were estimated t o
have been reduced because of the loss on transportation properties and the refunding expenses.
The changes made are summarized ‘in the
following table:
14See Exhibit B. The $4,148,050 figure oan be derived as
follows:
Special charges- - - --___- _ - _ - _ _- $4,767,999
Reduction due te amortization of emergency
facilities (shown as last item of income statement) _-_____--________________________
809,949
Remainder applicable to the two surplus item- 4,148,060

-

-_

-- - - -_
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As originally

ma

A&r ad
Amsndmsnt :

$51,681,778

051,681,778

28,237,367

28 ,237 ,367

2 ,139,496
8,164 ,872
(361,082)
4,131,408
42,322,060

------_--_-

_____________
Net operating revenues- - - - - - -___ - - - __ - - - _____ - - __ __ - ___ ___ - _____ -- - - __ - __ - Total operating expenses and taxes, including special charge

The amended presentation was further questioned by the staff on these points:
1. The continued failureto disclose either the
total loss on sale of transportation properties or
the total refunding expense.
2. The impropriety of adding the special
charges to operating expenses.
3. The propriety of the adjustment within
the income account in respect of the amortizaL
tion of emergency facilities.
The second of these points to some extent may
conflict with the last sentence of the deficiency
letter, quoted earlier, which read:
“Such amounts (&e,, special charges) should
be shown immediately below the total of
‘Operating Expenses and Taxes.’ ”
Physically, of course, registrant’s amended statement conformstto the deficiency letter by placing
the special charges immediately after the total
mentioned. It was the staff’s position, however,
that the deficiency called for their inclusion at that
point as a separate, distinct and different-item,
rather than in such a way as to imply that the
special charges were true operating expenses,
though perhaps nonrecurring in nature. We feel
that the languageof the deficiency letter might well
111 T
his caption waa deleted by the second amendment and
the caption “Taxes” substituted therefor.

2,139,496
3,406,871
(351,082)
4,131,408

*

_----_--_-_
37,664,061
4,767,999

-_--___
- -.- --------_--

42,322,060

9.369.718

9.359.718

have been more explicit and so more in conformity
with the oral statements made by staff members.
In any event, however, the point is now moot
since when the case was presented to us for
directions, it was determined not to permit
inclusion of such charges in or with operating
expenses.
After some further discussion of the matter with
the registrant and its accountants, the staff
brought the case to the Commission for directions,
presenting for consideration the history of the case
and the views of the registrant and its accountants
both in this and other similar cases. We thereupon
directed the staff to advise the registrant to the
following effect:
1. That no adjustment should be made
within the income statement based on the
estimated reduction of income taxes due to the
amortization of emergency f acilities.l6
2. That no objection would be raised to the
inclusion in the income statement of an item of
$4,148,050representing so much of the refunding
expenses” and of the loss on disposition of
property as was equal to the estimated reduction
in income taxes attributable thereto, the re1 e O u r view aa’to this particular variant of the general
problem are outlined in n. 36, infra.
11 According to the regiatration statement these 0 0 ~ t s
oonsisted of redemption premiuma and expenseg in connection
with the refunding of the bonda.
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was subject, be charged as an item of other
deductions.
Upon being advised of these views the registrant
filed its fourth amendment on April 20 in which
the special charges were classified as an item of
other deductions and Note C was expanded
somewhat to set forth specifically the amounts
charged to income in respect of the refunding
expenses and the loss on transportation properties.
As revised, the note no longer stated the amount of
the tax reduction attributed by the registrant to
the difference between the amount of depreciation
and amortization taken on the emergency
facilities. However, this amount can be derived
from the other figures shown.
In transmitting to the registrant our views on
the income statement as set forth in the third
amendment, the staff indicated that the use of the
words “before special charges below” in the several
captions mentioned above was objectionable. We
do not believe this position to be wholly sound. We
feel that the existence of large special and unusual
transactions ought properly to be forcefully
brought to the attention of the reader of the
statement. We f&l also that the use of appropriate
qualifying words such as “see special charges” in
connection with the pertinent captions is an
appropriate means of warning the reader of the
existence of such items as were present in this case.

mainder of both these items being charged
directly to surplus: Provided, however, (a) Th&t
the caption for the item indicate clearly the
nature and amount of the item being charged
off and (b) that the special charge be excluded
from operating expenses and shown as a
deduction from gross income.
After being advised as to our views, the
registrant on April 19, 1945, filed a third amendment. In the revised income statement, the
$609,949 adjustment based on the amortization of
emergency facilities was omitted and taxes were
shown at the actual estimated amount thereof.
The $4,148,050of Special Charges was set forth as
a separate item in the following manner:
Grosa income (before special charges
below)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $14,072,368.24
Special charges equivalent to reduction
in Federal exam profits taxes resulting
from redemption of bonds ($2.091,177)
and sale of property ($2,056,873) (reductions applied against related items
charged to surplus)--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4,148,050.OO

-.

Gross income (after special chargea)- - - Deductions from income- - - --

__ ____ ___

Net income-----

9,924,308.24
3,719,526.80
6,2O4,781.44

The qualification “before special charges below”
was also added to two prior captions so that they
read as follows:

IV

“Total operating expenses and taxes (before
special charges below).”
“Net operating revenues (before special charges
below).
In addition Note C to the tax item was amended to
disclose that no adjustment had been made in the
income statement on account of the difference
between depreciation taken therein on emergency
facilities and the amount claim& therefor as
amortization under Section 124 of the Revenue
Code. The amount by which taxes were affected
through this difference was given.
The staff brought the revised statements to our
attention and we indicated that in our view the
special charges should be classified as “other
deductions” inasmuch as they represented items
which, if charged to income, should, under the
classificationsof accounts to which the registrant

THE PRO FORMA INCOME STATEMENTS

In addition to the certified income statements
for the years 1942-44, the registrant filed uncertified pro forma income statements under the
following general title :
“Virginia Electric and Power Company
Pro Forma Income Statement for 12 months
ended December 31, 1944,
Giving estimated effect as at January 1,1944 to
Merger,
Sale of Transportation Properties and Proposed
Refinancing. ”

+’

The actual 1944 income statements of VEPCO,
and of Virginia Public Service prior to its merger
with VEPCO on May 26,1944, were shown in two
separate columns. In five additional columns there
were shown (1) adjustments to give effect to the
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merger, (2) adjustments reflecting the sale of
transportation properties, (3) adjusted statements
prior to. the proposed refinancing, (4) the refinancing adjustments, and (5) adjusted statements after
the refinancing. We are here concerned primarily
with the treatment accorded the tax items although
some reference to other adjustments may be
necessary.
In general, the presentation followed quite
closely that used in the certified statements. As
originally filed the total of income tax items shown
in the two “actual” columns was the same as that
shown in the certified statements, $9,953,285.
This figure and the adjusted figure were both
described as “Taxes-Federal income and excess
profits (excluding reductions (1) as shown separately below and (2)of $4,148,050related to and
applied against items charged directly to surplus).”
As pointed out earlier, these uncertified statements
disclosed that which the original certified statements did not-the aggregate tax reduction
resulting from the two items charged to surplus.
In the statements filed adjustments of the “actual”
tax figure were as follows:’8
Tax provision aa shown in the certified stateInents--- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 89,953,285
_________

Add :
Increase due to 1944 merger and refinancing- Increase due to redemption of Series B, C and
D bonds and issuance of Series E bonds - - - -

362,473
294 ,552
10,610,310

Less :
Reduction resulting from sale of tramportation properties-- - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ - - 2,793,565

__ ___ __

Adjusted or “pro j o r w ” tax provision-------

7,816,745

A note keyed to the adjusted tax figure read:

“The amount shown above for Federal
income taxes includes provision for estimated
excess profits taxes of $5,661,205before reductions (1) as shown separately in the income
statement and (2)of $4,148,050related to and
applied against items charged directly to surplus,
and after deducting estimated post-war credit
of $328,900.”
18 The first amendment raised the amount of bonds being
registered from $33 million to $59 million. This change required alteration of the amounts of Borne of the adjustments.
However, the form of presentation waa not changed from the
original filing.
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Finally, the $609,949 adjustment relating to the
emergency facilities was added back a t the foot of
the income statement just as was done in the
certified statements.
. The form of this pro forma statement of inco,me
was not criticized in the letter of deficienciesdated
April 14 and no change was made by the second
amendment. However, when the case was brought
to us for directions, as noted above, we indicated
that the same treatment should be accorded the
pro forma statements as in the case of the certified
statements.
In the third amendment, therefore, the pro form
statement was revised by eliminating the adjustment related to the emergency facilities, by
reducing the initial and adjusted tax figures t o a e
estimated amount of actual liability therefor, and
by segregating the “special charges” so as t o show
them, in conformity with the certified statements
after the third amendment, as a deduction from
“Gross income (before special charges below).”
The balance was entitled “Gross income (after
special charges).” Note C was also revised to read:
“The amount shown above f or Federal income
taxes includes provision for estimated excess
profits taxes (after deducting estimated post-war
credit of $100,356) of $903,206 which is after
reductions (1) of $609,949 resulting from
amortization of emergency facilities and (2) of
$4,148,050related t o and applied against items
charged directly to surplus.”
In the fourth amendment the form of the pro

forma statement was again changed. A figure was
now shown labeled “gross income” after which
were shown three items; namely, the “special
charges” of $4,148,050;interest and amortization,
$2,409,075,and amortization of plant acquisition
adjustments, $693,168.These were deducted as a
group from the gross income figure to give a
balance labeled “Net Income.” Note C was
amended to add the following, “but does not give
effect to tax savings of $2,379,096 which are
expected to result from the proposed refinancing.”lg
In our opinion, it would be most difficult to
prescribe a rigid rule for the handling in “pro
forma” statements of items such as are here in
. l o This change is not germane to the present discussion which
relates to the costa of a previous refunding.
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issue. The difficulty is due very largely to the
variety of situations dealt with under the name of
“pro forma” statements. For example, that term
has been used to describe estimates of future
earnings when cast in the form of an income
statement. It is also used, as here, to describe a
statement in which the actual operations of some
past period are altered or adjusted either t o “give
effect” retroactively to certain specifictransactions
which have since taken place, or to “give effect” to
certain proposed transactions.*OWhere a proforma
statement reflects a straightforward estimate of
future earnings, it would seem that the problem
under discussion does not exist, since clearly any
amount shown therein as taxes would be based on
estimates of future tax rates and future taxable
income. In such circumstances there would rarely,
if ever, be any occasion for “charges in lieu of
taxes” or “tax savings.’’ Here the situation is
different. The VEPCO “proforma”statements are
based on the actual statements for the year 1944.
A limited number of adjustments to the actual
figures are made to illustrate how certain specified
events might reasonably be expected to have
altered 1944 reports had such events occurred at
the beginning of 1944. In this case these events are
(1) the merger with Virginia Public Service on
May 26, 1944 and the 1944 refinancing; (2) the
sale of certain transportation properties during the
year and (3) the proposed refinancing. On the
other hand no retroactive adjustment was made as
to a rate reduction which took effect on April 1,
Z o Rule 170 of the General Rules and Regulations under the
Securit.ies Act. of 1933 prohibits tshe use of pro forma stateIrents which purport to give effect to the receipt and applics,
tion of any part of the proceeds from the sale of securities for
cash unlees the sale of securitiesis underwritten and the underwriters are to be irrevocably bound, on or before the date of
the public offering, to take the issue. Cf. Rule X-16C1-9
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

1945. Such adjusted statements are, of course,
useful to the extent they shed light on the future
by illustrating the probable scope of the changes
now being carried out. They are, accwdingly, a
hybrid form, being neither statements of actual
operations nor thorough going estimates of future
earnings. In the present case, the changes made are
relatively few so that, on balance, the adjusted
statements are much closer in nature to an actual
statement than an estimate of earnings. For that
reason, we feel that our views as to the certified
statements are applicable to the adjusted statement under discussion. We point out again,
however, that here as in the certified statements it
is proper to add an appropriate qualifying phrase
to such captions as “gross income.”

,v
THE FINDINGS AND OPINION OF THE COMMISSION
IN THE RELATED CASE UNDER THE PUBLIC
UTILITY HOLDING COMPANY ACT OF 1935

In their appearance before us the certifying
accountants criticized certain data as to VEPCO
that was included in our opinion in this case under
the Holding Company Act.21 Under the caption
“Earnings” we set forth the following:
“Attached hereto as Exhibit R is an income
statement of VEPCO for the twelve months
ended December 31,1944 adjusted to reflect the
merger of Virginia Public Service Company
and the recent sale of transportation properties
and pro forma to reflect the proposed refinancing.
“Gross income, interest and amortization, and
pertinent ratios are as follows in Table IV.
21 In the Matter of Virginia &lectn’c and Power Company,
Holding Company Act of 1936 Release No. 6741, (April 20,
1946).

Table IV
E&ct of
refinuwing

________

‘ ’ I Reflects reduction in 1944 t a x of
~ $2,091,177 resulting from redemp
tion of bonds and $2,056,813 resulting from loaa on eale of property.

Pro fowm

$294,662

$10,234,038
a 3,068,746

$294;552
$331,635

$13,176,292
$2,409,076

‘‘a Does not reflect additional reduction in taxes of S3.879,096 to 8 r h
from payment of oall premium in connection with the instant refunding.”
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The accountants pointed out that the ratios of
gross income to interest and ainortization were not

at all representative of what might be expected for
the future, since the provision for taxes was
$4,148,050 less and gross income $4,148,050 more
than they would have been had the refunding and
sale of transportation properties not taken place.
They further pointed out that under their proposal
either to increase the amount shown for taxes by
$4,148,050 or to deduct a special charge of that
amount before h y i n g at gross income the
resulting ratios would be 3.40 and 3.75 beforeland
after adjustment for the proposed refinancing.
These ratios they believed were far more reliable
indications of what might be expected for the
future.
The materials included in our opinion show on
their face the basis on which the ratios in question
were computed. They are, in our opinion, a correct
reflection of what occurred in the period. On the
other hand, we agree with the certifying accountants that the current period was unusual to the
extent at least of the three transactions under
For that reason neither the current
period nor ratios based on current results are fairly
indicative of future possibilities. However, as will
be pointed out in more detail later, we do not think
the method of handling such a situation should be
to alter or obscure the actual results of operation.
Instead, we feel such a situation calls for a clear
explanation of the circumstances, In this case, we
feel that our opinion should have more graphicaIIy
explained the situation by giving an additional set
of clearly described ratios derived from the
adjusted gross income figure referred to by the
certifying accountants.
VI
THE TREATMENT OF “TAX SAVINGS” IN FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS FILED WITH THIS COMMISSION

Cases involving,the treatment of so-called “tax
0 It should be noted, however, that three of the 4 years from
1942 through 1946 are “unusual” by thie test. l n 1942 there
were “Special charges” of $1,671,158 in connection with a
refunding h that year. In 1944, there were the $4,148,050
“Special charges” in issue here. In 1945, it is estimated there
will be $2,379,096 ”Special chargw” due to the proposed

refunding. Only in 1943 were there no “Special charges.”
For the 4 years average gross income was $10,808,313 and
average “Special charges” were $2,024,567.
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Savings”2sin financial statements have arisen with
increasing frequency in recent months. For that
reason, as statedlearlier, we feel it desirable to state
our views as to the treatment to be accorded such
items in statements filed with us and to point out
the reasons which have led us to those conclusions.
It is first necessary to state briefly certain of our
general views as to the functions of financial
accounting and the purpose of the income statement. In our opinion financial accounting is
essentially historical in nature-it consists of an
accounting for costs that have actually been
incurred by the business and for the revenues that
have been actually derived from the business. From
a balance sheet point of view, the question is what
part of past expenditures may still be treated as
valuable assets, of benefit to future operations, and
what part of such expenditures must be considered
as having been used up or expired. In order to
prepare an income statement, it is necessary to
decide what part of the costs that have been
incurred should be treated as expenses, and what
part of the revenues obtained may be treated as
income. Technically this process is sometimes
spoken of as matching costs against revenues, the
difference being, of course, profit or loss. The
principal statement reflecting this matching up
“We think it, undesirable in principle and possibly misleading to refer to thie problem as involving “tax savings ”
although due to the general use of the term in this sense we
have adopted the nomencIature here. It seems to us that the
term “tax saving” is apt to connote some sort of standard or
normal tax law and a standard or normal earnings year to
which the law applies. The facts are, of course, that there has
not been a static or standard or “normal” tax law or tax
status; nor has it been possible except in most unusual cases
to characterize any particular fiscal year of a company as a
“normal earnings” year, from whiah all others are to be regarded as departures. Under such conditions, each year’s tax
is whatever happens to result from the application of the computation formula, provided by the tax law of that Year, to
the sum total of taxable transactions and tax deductiom resulting from whatever business may have been done in that
particular year. Moreover, the past few years during which
the term and the problem of “tax saving” appeared have
clearly been unusual in nearly every respect. Finally, if the
phenomenon in queation is to be described as a “tax saving” it
would seem necessary to describe as a “tax 108s” the failure t o
carry through a transaction which it can be said would have
resulted in a “tax saving.” And if taxes in one year are higher
should not that increase itself be considered to be a “tax
loss.” Our strong preference is to describe the problem as involving “tax reductions.”
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process for a particular period is the income
statement.
In order to arrive at a more precise matching of
revenues and costs, accountancy has deve1ope“d
many procedures for handling particular transactions where the cost is incurred at one .time and
the benefit is received at mother time, either
earlier or later.
Much the same treatment is accorded cases in
which a company receives revenue either before or
after it delivers the goods or services contemplated.
Ordinarily, such receipts will be treated as realized
income, not necessarily in the year in which the
cash is received, but rather in the year in which
goods are delivered or in which the service is
rendered or the costs of rendering that service are
incurred.
It is also necessary as a part of this process of
matching costs and revenues, for the purpose of
determining income, to consider a t appropriate
intervals whether any amounts presently reflected
as assets in the accounts should in the light of
present conditions be written off or reserved
against. Finally, consideration must be given to
whether there exist contingencies for which
provision should be presently made either by
recognizing am actual, though perhaps estimated,
liability, or by providing an appropriate reserve.
We have elaborated these underlying accounting
assumptionsi n order to demonstrate further that
financial accounting is in our opinion concerned
with what did happen, not with what might have
happened had conditions been different. And it
does not attempt to forecast the future even
though it supplies much of the material used in
making such a forecast.24
There is, on‘the other hand, another field of
financial statistics in which statements are used
which in form and language are closely similar to
the financial statements used in presenting actual

balance sheets and income statements. This is the
field of financial analysis and forecasting. In
2( Although we here emphasize the essentially hiatorical
character of financial accounting, it is by no meam to be
inferred thbt we feel the work done by the financial Bccountant is therefore mechancial or routine in nature. On the contrary, proper discharge of his duties and responsibilities presupposes that the financial accountant possesses and exercises
an extremely high degree of professionalskill, experience and
judgment. We discuss this point further at pp. 87-88$,

essence, the analyst begins with reports of actual
operations and conditions and adjusts them to
give effect to expected future changes and events
in order to arrive at his estimate of future earnings.
In one form of analysis and forecasting the analyst
is content to comment upon the actual past results,
to point out what parts of the past results are due
to factors which are not expected t o cwtinue and
how the existence of new factors and conditions is
expected to alter past results, At times, however,
the analyst goes further and attempts to prepare
an “adjusted” statement which p u r p o d to show
how past operations would have worked out had
certain specified subsequent events taken place
earlier. Finally, the analyst may seek to forecast as
accurately as may be what he expects will be the
results of future operations. Frequently, in such
cases, his forecast takes a form very like that used
in portraying the results of past operations.
The validity of such analyses and forecasts,
whether in the form of “comments,” of “adjusted
statements,” or of “estimated future income
statements,” is clearly no greater than the
soundness of the prophecies and estimates upon
which they are based. The results shown, however,
are meaningful to a reader only to the extent he is
aware of and agrees with or understands the nature
of assumptions and estimates made. In contrast to
such forecasts, a statement of past operations,
even though it is based in important part on
opinion and judgment is primarily an historical
record of actual events, not of prophesied future
events.
The two types of financial statements are
obviously in wholly different categories and have
differentuses in examining the investment merits
of a security. Particularly becatme of the similarity
in form, great care must be taken to ensure that
the reader will be aware of the nature of the
particular statement. Nothing, in our opinion,
would be more misleading than to present, in the
guise of an actual earnings statement, data which,
in fact, was an estimate either of expected future
earnings or of the effects of subsequent conditions
and transactions on prior operations. The dangers
inherent in the situation led us some years ago to
adopt d e s under the 1933 and 1934 Acts forbidding the use of “pro forma” statements unless a
clear indication is given of the assumptions on
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which they are based.26Also under the 1933Act we
have by rule prohibited altogether the use of “pro
forma” statements in certain cases. Apparently
with a similar appreciation of the danger of
confusing actual and pro forma income statements
the American Institute of Accountants has for
many years included in its rules of Professional
Conduet the following:

“12. A member or an associate shall not permit his name to be used in conjunction with an
estimate of earnings contingent upon future
transactions in a manner which may lead to the
belief that the member or associate vouches for
the accuracy of the forecast.’’
Notwithstanding the uncertainty inherent in
estimates of future earnings, it is apparent that the
formation of a considered investment judgment
ordinarily involves a conclusion as to the future
prospects of the company. It is necessary in the
administration of the Public Utility Holding
Company Act in arriving at a decision as to the
propriety of a particular security in relation to
the capitalization and earnings, or as to the fairness
of the price at which securities or assets are
proposed to be sold. Under the Chandler Act it is a
necessary step in arriving at a copclusion as to
whether a proposed reorganization is fair and
equitable and feasible.
In reaching a judgment BS to the future prospects
of a company it is customary to begin with a
statement of actual operations for an appropriate
past period. Because of this use of actual statements of operations, an effort is ordinarily made to
present the results of prior years’ operations in a
form that is as readily usable as possible for that
purpose. In general, what is done is to segregate
and earmark what are considered to be unusual
and nonrecurring items of income, expense and loss
so that the reader will be warned of them and so
may arrive at a conclusion as to whether such
items can be expected to recur, In addition, special
treatment is accorded items of income or loss or
expense that have been reported in the financial
statements of 1 year, say 1943, but which by reason
of later events or knowledge, are now known to
have been actually part of the costs or revenues
applicableto another year, say 1942. In such cases,
it is customary in filing comparative statements
Supra, n. 20.
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for the 2 years to include such items in the yew t o
which they are now known to be related. Such
adjustments are in our opinion entirely proper and
ordinarily desirable provided, of cowse, that appropriate disclosure is made so that the comparative statements can be reconciled with ihe 1942
and 1943 statements as originally issued. Finally,
disclosure should be made as tosignificant, known
factors that might render past earnings s t a b
ments, or particular items therein, not indicative of probable future operations.26 With such
infarmation at hand the reader of the statement
is informed of what the past operations were, and
of the conditions or transaction, which in the
draftsman’s judgment, are apt to be unusual and
not apt to recur. In our opinion, this is the
boundary line of financial accounting. It is the
place at which the financial accountant in his
capacity as such should stop. He is, we feel,
essentially a historian, not a prophet.
mIn our opinion In the Matter of The Colorado Milling &
Ekuator Company, 16 S.E.C.20 (1943) we had occasion to
emphasize the need for disclosure of major changes in financial
and operating factors that rendered statements of past earnings not fairly indicative of what might be expected for the
future. In that case the registrant had disposed of a large
investment portfolio the income from which had of course
been included in past earning statements, had used the proceeds of this sale and of a $2 million bank loan to pay an
extraordinary cash dividend of $7 million and now proposed
to issue some $3 million of new 4 percent debentures. It had
entered into new agreements for lines of bank credit a t a much
higher interest rate. finally it had materially increased the
rate of management compensation and had determined to
extend ita insurance coverage at a material increase in the
amount of imurance premiums payable! In view of these
significant changes in financial and operating factors and their
material effect on the future earninm of the company we said:
“The net effect of the foregoingwill be to diminish the net
income available for dividends. Profit and loss statements
m required in the registration statement as an indication
to prospective investors of the registrant’s earning power.
The 9-yeara’ profit and loss statement contained in this
registration statement reflected the results of operat;ons
during a period when the registrant had maintained continuously a financial status substantially equivalent to
that existing immediately prior to this financing. By reason
of the changes effected since May 22, that financial status
beam little resemblance to that which obtain8 preaently.
Where such changes will have a material effect on prospective earnings, the omission to discloee those changes and
their effect with relation to the profit and loas statements is
88 misleading as if the registrant’s past earnings had been
misrepresented.”
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This desire to prepare statements in a form
more readily usable in estimating the future has
led some to attempt to present what can be called
a “normal” income statement, the inference being
that the statement shows about what can be
expected to happen year after year. The broad
justification alleged for the practice is that if the
actual results of the year’s operations are unusual
a reader may be misled into thinking the abnormalties will recur and that the best, if not the only
way, to avoid such misconceptions is to “norm@ize” the statement-that is, to exclude therefrom
the effects of some or all of the conditions which in
the opinion of the draftsman are deemed to be
unusual.
The dangers inherent in such a practice are
numerous. In the first place, the draftman’s
judgment as to what is abnormal can scarcely be
considered infallible. In the second place, there is
certainly as much danger that the reader will fail
to understand what has been done by the draftsman as that he will fail to recognize that the
unadjusted statements are abnormal. Finally, the
method is extremely susceptible of misuse through
cons$ous or unconscious bias in making decisions
as to what is unusual or abnormal about the
current year. To a degree, of course, the care with
which disclosure is made of the extent of normalization may serve to minimize the possibility of
misleading the reader. But in general we are
satisfied that a statement purporting to reflect the
actual results of operations is far less likely to be
misleading if abnormalities are explained than if
they are eliminated by adjustment in the statement even with an explanation of the elimination
set forth in a note?’ If, of course, a clear and full
explanation of the adjustments made is not given,
the practice is highly deceptive and may be
fraudulent. It may be noted in passing that
accountants have long condemned such undisclosed “adjustments” terming them at times a
device akin to “equalizing earnings.”
We conclude, then, that the proper function of
an income statement presenting the results of
operations is to present an accurate historical

-a?

Where the tax provision is presented aa in the original

VEPCO statements or a charge in lieu of taxes shown, we
doubt whether any but the moat experiencedreader of financial
statements would be apt or perhaps able to make the calculations neceesary to arrive at the amount of net earnings or of
net esrnings per share’ based on the actual tax payable,

record. On this basis, it is evident that the items
included therein should clearly and accurately
reflect only actual operations. It ‘isaccordingly our
view that the amounts shown should be in
accordance with the historical facts and should
not be altered to reflect amounts that the draftsman considers to.be more “normal” or likely to
mur in future years?*
We return now to the. particular problems
presented by the facts in the VEPCO case. In their
appearance before us the certifying accountants
objected to our position and defended their
proposal on three principal grounds:
(1) That as an accounting matter it is
necessary to “allocate” the actual taxes as
between charges to surplus and income from
operations, even if that practice results in the
inclusion in the income statement of a charge
(described as taxes or as charges in lieu of taxes)
in excess of the actual taxes payiible, with an
offsetting “credit” or “negative tax” being
carried to surplus in amount sufficient to reduce
the charge on account of taxes to the amount
actually payable.
(2) That the adjustment of the tax figure, or
the inclusion of a charge in lieu of taxes in or on
a parity with operating expenses, results in the
income statement being more useful to investors
since it is more nearly indicative of %omalp’
conditions and probable results in the future.
(3) That in the setting of rates for regulated
public utilities it is proper to base future rates
on expected future taxes, hence the adjustment
method tends to conform the income statement
to the basis on which the rates of the company
will be set.
For convenience, we shall first discuss the latter
two points-leaving$theallocation argument until
98 We do not at this time propose to dicuse the practice
of treating certain types of losses and income as corrections
of surplus rather than as elementa of profit and loss to be
reflected in the year’s income Statement. That question ia involved in certain proposed amendments to Rule 6-03 of
Regulation S-X which have been distributed for comment to
interested persons. The comments received have not yet been
fully analyzed, and it is likely that further steps will be taken
to develop the nature of the problem and any conflict of
opinion w to its proper solution, We feel it inappropriate in
thw statement to seek to anticipate the outcome of that
investigation.
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last. The second contention we believe to be
unsound for the reasons stated in our general
discussion of the functions of financial accounting
and of income statements reflecting the results of
past operations. We think such statements should
be historical records of the results of whatever
financial events actually took place. It is not the
role of the financial accountant to adjust them so
as to eliminate the effect of unusual circumstances
which actually occurred. Accordingly, we cannot
agree with this contention. To include under
operating expenses as taxes an amount which is
not taxes because the substituted amount is
considered by the draftsman to be “normal” is
precisely the type of adjustment which we believe
unsound in a statement of actual operations. And
if the amount of the adjustment is undisclosed the
statements are deceptive to a point that may
border on fraud. If the fact of adjustment be
disclosed but not the amount, the statements are
still misleading in our opinion and, at the very
best, are useless as reports of actual operations.
There is a related difficulty. If the “credit” to
surplus or “negative tax” figure offsetting the
enlarged charge to income is netted without
disclosure against the loss or expense charged to
surplus, the reader will be unable to determine the
actual amount of the loss or expense in question.
In our opinion such an event as the sale of
corporate property at a substantial loss is an
important fact, It is no less important because,
fortuitiously or intentionally, one of these events
occurs in a year of high tax rates and high income
so as to effect a substantial reduction in the income
taxes payable. There are in these cases two facts to
be disclosed--the loss on the property, and its tax
consequences. Such a transaction ought to be
reported in such a manner as not to conceal either
the fact that a loss was suffered or the amount of
the loss. To report this kind of loss net of its tax
consequences is no more supportable in our
judgment than to report on a similar net basis an
expense such as advertising, depreciation, interest
or any other item in the income account.2p
* 0 I t will be noted that an income statement which is
charged only with the estimated amount of taxes actually
payable thereby reflects the tax reduction due to special
items. Moreover, the benefit of the tax reduction will be reflected in earned surplus, the amount of which will ultimately
be the same whichever of the several suggested treatments of
these tax reductions is followed.
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The third argument advanced in support of the
enlarged charge to taxes, or of the charge in lieu
of taxes, is that the income tax figure which is a
significant factor in respect of the rates of a
regulated public utility is not the actual amount
of taxes paid but the amount that would have been
payable but for the loss or expense carried to
surplus. This argument is, of course, limited in its
application to public utilities whose rates are
subject to governmental regulation. Such companies are ordinarily required to follow a uniform
system of accounts and, in most jurisdictions, the
prescribed form of income statement shows income
taxes as an element of operating expenses, or as is
sometimes said “above the line.” Generally speaking, items included “above the line” are recognized
as expenses allowable in computing the gross
income for rate purposes whereas deductions made
“below the line,” such as interest, and items
carried to surplus are not chargeable in this way. 8o
Io
The deductibility of income taxes in computing return
for rate purposes was an issue in GahestQn Electric Company
v. Galveston, 258 U S. 388, 42 Sup. Ct. 361 (1922). There the
Supreme court speaking through Mr. Justice Brandeis said
“All taxes which would be payable if a fair return were earned
are appropriate deductions. There is no difference in this
respect between State and Federal taxes or between income
taxes and othera.” This position waa reaffirmed in Georgia
Railway &? Power Co. v. Gzorgia Railroad Commission, 262
U.S. 625, 43 Sup. Ct. 680 (1923). These decisions dealt only
with the normal income tax then in effect. Therefore, because
of certain observations by Justice Brandeis there are those
who argue that these decisions may not be contro!ling as to
the present Federal tax, particularly the present excess profita tax. Thus, in the GaZuestm case the court took care to
point out that under the tax law then in effect the stockholder
did not have to include dividends received from the corporation in his income subject to the normal Federal income tax
and that this tax exemption‘ was therefore, in effect, part
of the return on his investment. Under the current tax law
such dividends are taxable to the recipient. The court also
said: “But the fact that it is the Federal corporak income
tax for which deduction is made, must be taken into consideration in determining what rate of return shall be deemed fair.’’
The Supreme Court haa not yet had before it a case involving
the deductibility for rate purposes of an excess profits tax
actually paid by the company. Some question aa to its deductibility is, however, raked by the 1angutXge used by Mr.
Justice Douglas in his dissenting opinion in V i m m V. Washingt0n-Gu.s f i g h t CO.,321 U.S. 414, 64 SUP. Ct. 731 (1944).
He there said, in discussing a provision of the Stabilization Act
of 1942 which prohibits any “utility” from making “any
general increme in its rates or charges which were in effect on
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September 15, 1942” without giving the Director of Economic
Stabilization the right bo intervene in the proceedings.
“1 believe, moreover, that when Congress halted general,
rate increases and gave the’ Director a right to intervene
it did notsanction rate increases regardless of need and regardless of inflationary effect. I think it meant to make utility
commissions at least partial participants in the war against
inflation and gave them a sector of the front to control.
Though it did not remove the established standards for ratemaking, I do not think it intended utility commissions to
proceed in disregard of the requirements of emergency price
controlandunmindfulof the dangers of general rate increases.
To the contrary, I think Congress intended that there
should be as great an accommodation as possible between
the old standards and the new wartime necessities. The
failure of the Commission to make that accommodation
is best illustrated perhaps by its treatment of taxes. The
Commission allowed the company to deduct as operating
expenses all income taxes u p to and including 31 percent.
That this amount includes wartime taxes is evident from
the fact that the highest corporate tax rate which prevailed
from 1936 to 1939 was 19 percent. We all known that the
extraordinary expenditures incurred for the defense of
the nation started with the Revenue Act of 1940. It has
been accepted practice to deduct income taxes &8 well as
other taxes from operating expenses in determining rates
for public utilities. Galveston Electric Co. v. Galveston, 258
U.S. 388, 399. But this is war, not business-as-usual. When
income taxes are passed on to consumen, the inflationary
effect is obvious. And it is self-evident that the ability to
pass present wartime income taxes on to others is a remarkable privilege indeed.”
In Detroit v. Michigan Public Service Commission, 308 Mich.
706, 14 N. W. (2d) 784 (1944), the Michigan Supreme Court
held, three Justices dissenting, that the Galveston case did not
control the treatment in rate cmes of the present Federal
excess profits taxes. Writing for the majority, Justice Bushnell said, “As I read Galveston Electric Co. v. Galveston, 258
U.S. 388,399,66 L. ed. 678 P.U.R. 1922 D 159,42 S. Ct. 351,
which is intimated by my brother as controlling, its authority
is limited to normal taxes and not to abnormal and avoidable
taxes on “excess profits” even though it must be conceded that
the term by which such tax is designated is a misnomer. Excess
profits are a question of fact for determination by the Commission.”
A similar result was reached by the West Virginia Supreme
Court in denying the deductibility of the excess profits taxes
levied during the fust World War. Charleston v. Public Sewice Commission, 95 W. Vs. 91, 120 s. E. 398 (1923).
I n ita decision in City of Detroit v. Panhandle Eastern Pipe
fine Co., 3 F.P.C. 273 (1942), the Federal Power Commission, at p. 291, expressed ita objection to the allowance of
excess profits taxes in computing returns as followa:
“Thus i t appears that the doctrine of unjust enrichment
&9 well as equity and good conscience compel the conclusion
that a utility should not be permitted to thwart the purpose
snd spirit of the war price control legislation and the revenue
laws by passing such abnormal tax requirements along to its
consumem as an operating expense to be collected in increased rates. Indeed, we feel increased rates on such a basis

The short answer to this contention is that in
most, if not. all cases, the required systems of
accounts do not permit a charge to operating
expense accounts except for expenses actually
incurred.31 We note that the Committee on
Statistics and Accounts of the National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners has,
would be unjustifiable. To allowthem would ineffect impose
upon the consumera a sales tax.
“So that there may be no confusion concerning the tax
situation in connection with the companies subject to our
jurisdiction, where necessary to stabilize utility rates at
reasonable levels during the war emergency period, we
propose to allow as proper operating expenses only such,
taxes as may be termed ordinary or normal. For the purpose of distinguishing between ordinary or normal and war
emergency or abnormal taxes, we conclude that the hasis
prescribed in the 1940 Revenue Act establishes the highest
possible level of Federal taxes which may be allowed aa an
element of operating expense for such purpose. The 1941
Revenue Act and the pending 1942 proposal certainly reflect
abnormal tax requirements for war purposes.”
The Federal Communications Commission I n Re Inuesligation of Rates and Charges, 50 P.U.R.(NS) 468,489 (1943) also
disallowed a deduction for excess profits taxes. The trend of a
number of state utility commission decisions seems to be to
limit or deny the deductibility of excess profits taxes. See
In Re Los Angeles Gas & Electric Corporation, P.U.R. 1922
A, 283 (California); Re Western Sh&S Gas and Electric CO.,
P.U.R. 1919 B, 485, 493 (California); Re Vallejo Electric
Light & Powe? Co., 55 P.U.R. (N.S.) 435, 423, 454 P.U.C
v. Springfield Gas & Elect. Co., 53 P.U.R (N 5.) 95, 105
(1944) (Missouri); Re Washington Gas Light Company, 53
P.U.R. (N.S.) 321, 327,336 (1943) (Distriat of Columbia);
Re Northern States Power Co., 55 P.U.R. (N.S.)257, 273
(1944) (North Dakota). Cf. Re British Columbia Electric Railway Company, Ltd., et al. 53 P.U.R. (N.S.) 438, 404 (1943)
(British Columbia). An excess profits tax which had been
neither reported to the government nor paid was not allowed
as a deduction in P.S.C.v. Utah P . & L. Co., 50 P.U.R.
(N.S.) 133, 167 (1943) (Utah). But see PfeiJEe v. Pennsylvania Power and Light Co., 57 P.U.R. (N.S.) 1, 32 (1945)
(Pennsylvania); Sun Antonio Pub. Senrice Co. v. Sun Antonio,
P.U.R. 1924 A, 259, 263 (Texas); Detroit v. Detroit Edison
Company, 50 P.U.R. (N.S.) 1, 3 (1943) (Michigan).
I n the instant VEPCO case it will be noted that the registrant’s computations as to the tax effect of the special items
resulted in an adjustment of excess profits taxes only; no adjustment of normal taxes is indicated. See Exhibits A-D.
31 Under our Rule U-28, moreover, a registered holding company or subsidiary company thereof is forbidden to “distribute to its security holders, or publish, financial statements which are inconsistent with the books of account of
such company or financial statements filed with this Commission by, or on behalf of, such company.,’

in Case E-SO, so interpreted the N.A.R.U.C.
classification.sa
We think, moreover, that this contention of the
accountants in this case is unsound on its face. The
costs and expenses, including interest, that arise
from the borrowing of capital are almost universally excluded from the computation of gross
income for rate making purposes. To include in
operating expenses by indirection an item which is
specifically excluded therefrom is obviously improper. Yet this is what is here proposed. The
credits, in this case, that offset the charge in lieu
of taxes have been deducted from the refundiag
expenses and the loss on sale of transportation
properties, respectively, so that the charge to
surplus is a net charge. To include in oper&i.ng
expenses part of the refunding expenses either
directly or in the guise of a special charge in lieu
of taxes is a violation of the premise that the costs
of borrowing money are not a deduction in
mmputing return for rate purposes. I t would be as
logical to say that the interest paid in a given
period reduces the income tax payable and that
therefore a charge in lieu of taxes should be
included above the line with an offsetting reduction
in interest expense below the line.
Finally, this contention seems to us to misconceive the relation of past results to the process of
rate making. Where rates are being set for a future
period, it is obvious that the actual results of past
operations are only indications of what may be
expected to be forth-coming in the future. The
Case E230 reads as follows:
L‘Queation:
Several utilities which have refuhded bond iasuea, have had
substantial tax savings in the year the refunding occurred,
because the unamortized debt discount, expense and call
preimwn associated with the refunded securities is permitted
ss an income tax deduction during the year redeemed. Instead of showing the actual taxes paid or %cured in the tax
account, the utilities in question have also included therein
the amount of the tax savings due to the refunding operation
with an offsetting credit usually to Account 140, Unamortized
Debt Discount and Expense. Is this permkible?

“A~WIIUQ:
No
The tax account (507) should include only provieion for
actual t a x a and the account should not be increased by the
amount which would have been paid bad the refunding transaction not occurred. In other words, there waa an actual
saving in t a m and this saving should be reflected in the income statement because it is a fact. It is believed, too, that
the text of Account 607 does not permit the accounting practice resorted to by the utilities in the illustration cited.”

problem is, broadly, to determine. what future,
earnings may be expected’to,resultfrom particular.
rate structures. Consequently, it is customary to
“adjust” many of the past operating expenses to
bring them into line with present or anticipated
conditions. Among such conditions are, of course,
future. taxes and .tax rates, Accordingly, in the
approximations made ‘of future expenses there
w~tddbe ,includednot the actual taxes of the past
par, or even what the taxes would have been had
&re been no unusual transactions such as a bond
rehjbng, but instead an amount.equivalent.to
w b t . t h e income tax will be inathe future in view
of.the assumptions’madeas to future.income,and
The amount of past taxes would
fu4me’tax
be wed only if, after examination, i t was concluded
that tax rates and.future income were not expected
to change.%
The ate making process is thus not unlike the
formulatim .by tbe investor of his ,judgment as.to
the futyre prospects of the company. In both cases,
reports of actual past operations are used as a
.

.

a I n &kale v. Public Service Commi&m, 336 Mo. 860, 81
S.W.’ (2d)’628 .(1035) the court held that t h y taxes ictually
payable need be oonsidered: “The ninth rind last point urged in
appellant’a’brief is that Ithe Commission’s action in refusing
to allow the inclusion of Federal income taxes as operut‘ing
expenses’waserror.’ The undisputed evidence is that the company’did not pay i,ncome t.axes. We’ara not aware of any
authority holding that in such c a s a r i allowance of’this kind
shouId be made, and counsel for appellant cite iione.” See
e o &e East Ohio-Gas Company, 17 P.U.R. (N.S.) 433, 445
(1937).h Public S h e Cmmision of Utah v. Utah Pwer
(e: Light Cottipang, 60 P.U.R. (N.S.) 135,167 (1943) the company had sought to jbtify the reasonableness of certain rates
by ‘inchding$1,480,000 of %omputed” excess profits texes it
oper&t.ingexpenses;’In fact the company neither reported on
ita tax returnagof paid any exc& profits t&ui.‘Thi ‘‘computed
tax” item thus resembles. very closely the ‘so-called “tax
sevings” ia question here. The Utah Commission disallowed
the claimed deduction saying: “The injetice to Utah rate
payers is obvious when exceaaive rates and,earninpare made
t,o appear to be measonable by means of computed excess profits taxes which have not. been paid or‘reported to the government. We .reject the company’s claim that ita computed (but
not repoited or paid) ‘excaa profits tai& should be included
in the cost of service and thus passed on to the rate payers.’’

***
W

.

1

where a %liding scale” formula-isin operation, the’actual

results of current operatiom, includingtaxes; ,aredeterminative
of future rata. In such ;a case there would, it seem to m, be
dmger of grave injustice in applying <theformula toithe
results of actual operations for the year which, however,
reflected a deduction bssed on income t a x a that were neither
paid nor payable by the company.
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starting point. In both cases, these actua1,statements are analyzed to determine the extents to
which they may be relied on as indicative of the
future and, where necessary, appropriate adjustments are then made. Except that the possibility
of misleading the reader is very largely absent
when the user is a rate making body, the comments
we have made earlier as to pro forma statements
are applicable here-and with this addition that
the judgment of the draftsman as to what,is. the
normal or proper amount of taxes is less inipostant,
$ince for rate purposes the judgment of the rate,
making body on this point will generally. be
conclusive.
We come next to the remaining contention
urged’ by the certifying accountants, that as a
matter of correct accounting it is necessary to
“allocate” income taxes to income and other,
accounts. This. theory is also advocated. and.
developed in detail in a bulletin “Accounting for
income taxes” issued in December 1944, by the
Committee on Accounting Procedure of ’ €he
American Institute of Accountants.
There is no‘ doubt that allocation is a ,basic
accounting procedure. In fact the whole process of *
preparing income statements is a species of
allocation-of determining what revenues, are,
’ ’allocable to the current income account and“what,
expenditures are properly to be, treated as .costs1
allocable to the current income account. It is not
therefore a demonstration of the merit of the
proposed device to describe it as,an allocation or to
say that incomedtaxes should be *allocated.Whenever an item is charged to income, or indeed.when
i t is excluded*andcarried as a? asset, “allocation”
in the accountingLsensehas taken place. The issue.
‘here is not whether income, taxes should be
dlocated but whether the treatment of income
suggested by the accountant’s third contention is
preferable to the method of allocation heretofore.
followed-that As, to show as. a, deduction from.
income of the current year the income and ,excess,
profits taxes which are believed to be actually'
payable, under.the applicable tax law, as taxes of.
the current year.
In .the argument before us and in the bulletin.
mentioned it has,been urged that income taxes
are an exrense, that should be allocated as other,
expenses are allocated. In neither case, however,
was there any effortmade to state the reasons why
Federal income taxes must be considered as an
I

expense in the same category as, let us say, wages.
It is obvious, of course, that. the net profit applicable to stockholders cannot be determined
without first making an appropriate allowance
for the amount that must be paid as‘income taxes.
However, this fact does not dispose of the question. It is readily apparent that n o p a l and excess
f
net
profits taxes are computed as a part ~ .taxable
income. Unlike most-expenses they, exist if, and
only if, there is net taxable income before any
deduction for such,taxes. There is quch to be said
therefore.for the position that true dncome taxes
are in the nature 0f.a share of profits taken by the
government. If it is <desiredto *placeemphasis on
the.necessity of deducting them in ,order to arrive
a t net profit available to shareholders, they may
perhaps be called an expense-but in such case
they represent a very special c l ~ s sof expense,
one that lis incurred only by the making of a net
taxable income.
Accordingly, toethe extent that the propriety of
the proposed treatment of income taxes depends
on tbeir classification as an expense rather than a
share in, profits*we. feel that the case remains unproven. Evenif they b e w classified, we feel that
in view of their unusualt and distinctive characteristics,the propriety of the proposed treatment
isnot demonstrated merely by classifying them as
an expense and, then concluding that for that
reason they should be allocated as other expenses
are allocated.
We now examine the contention that income
taxes should be allocated ((as.other expenses are
allocated.” The accountants who appeared before
us cited’to us no other expense whicl), for general
accounting purposes, is allocated in the manner
proposed for income taxes, nor have G y ‘ such
instances otherwise eome to our attention, We
note, moreover, that in a dissent to the * bulletin
.
mentianed earlier it was stated :
I

I

“No, expense other than Federal income aiid
profits.taxes.is allocated on the basis of ‘applying
to .a given transaction so much of the expense as
wouldo‘not have occurred. if the transaction to
which .the expense is attributed had not taken
place. The usual method is .to allocate >atotal
expense ratably to given accounts or transactions
on a consistent basis.”
The illustrations of expense allocation’cited to
us by the certifying accountants in this w e
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appear to us to support the above statement. In consummate it. Thus, it is claimed that a property
each case cited there was an expense actually would not have been sold out but for the “tax
incurred that was first allocated to the period saving” thereby effected and that for this reason it
under the usual accrual principles and then
is proper to consider that the true “loss” on the
distributed over a number of accounts. In no case sale is not the excess of cost over selling price but
was there an estimate made of what the expenue is equal instead to the difference between cost on
would have been under other conditions. In no the one hand and selling price plus “tax saving” on
case cited, was there a distribution of an expense the other. We do not believe such an analogy is
to several accounts by means of what can be termed sound and we cannot accept that analysis as a
an algebraic formula in which a negative sum is basis for reporting the results of actual operations.
credited against one item to offset the positive It is undoubtedly true that the tax consequences
charge to another item of an amount in excess of
of selling a property often are an important
the actual expense. We do not regard such a consideration in arriving at the decision to sell,
treatment as an appropriate means of allocating and may in some cases have been a deciding factor.
income taxes in financial statements which purport
However, tax consequences undoubtedly play an
to reflect the actual results of operations. We have important role in the making of a great variety of
doubt indeed that such a method can properly be decisions involving the incurrence and amounts of
termed an allocation at all, as that term is purely operating expenses such as advertising,
customarily used.
wage rates and bonus plans. Yet it can hardly be
We note, in passing, moreover, that in the argued that wages or bonuses or advertising are to
examples of expense allocation cited to us there be reported as less in amount because income taxes
existed a direct, almost physical association would have been higher if the amounts spent on
between the item being allocated and the item to such items were less. We see no basis for adopting
which it was charged. For example, in the case of
a different approach in figuring the “loss” involved
real estate taxes allocated to construction the tax in sale of property. We feel instead that there has
item is directly and closely related to the construc- been a loss of the full difference between cost and
tion. Likewise, in the case of brokerage fees, and selling price coupled with a tax benefit which is
stamp or transfer taxes, the tax item is closely and properly reflected in the lower taxes actually paid.
directly related to the specific transaction. 1%both We feel that the proposed treatment of income
cases, moreover, the tax is independewt of any other taxes tends to obscure these facts and that the
transactions of the wwtpany. Nor is there any treatment of income taxes required by our rules
attempt made to increase in the course of .the and heretofore almost universally followed clearly
allocation the amount of such taxes to an estimated discloses what has taken place. Where the tax
sum. We feel therefore that such illustrations paid for the year is unusual in amount because of
cannot properly be cited in support of the proposed unusual conditions, an appropriate explanation
would be called for as is now required in the case
treatment for income taxes.
It is also sometimes pointed out that “cost” in of other unusual events.
As to this last principal contention urged by the
the case of securities or property acquired is
generally considered to be the sum of the purchase certifying accountants (that income taxes are an
price plus incidental costs such as brokerage and expense that should be allocated as other expenses
any specific taxes paid by the buyer and that on are allocated) we feel, first, that there is grave
sale the proceeds are computed as the selling price doubt whether income taxes can properly be
less incidental deductions such as commissions or considered as an expense in the same category as
any specific taxes paid by the seller. By analogy the cost of materials or wages, and, second, that
the treatment proposed does not result in the
and in justification of the proposed treatment of
allocation
of income taxes “as other expenses are
income taxes it is frequently urged that a so-called
allocated.”
We feel instead that the propwed
“tax saving” must be allocated or attributed to or
treatment
is
purely an effort to have items shown
ultimately associated with particular losses or
in the income statement at what is considered to
expenses because the tax consequences of the
transaction involving the loss or expense were a be a “normal” amount, We note that this objective
is clearly expressed as a prime purpose of the
motivating factor in arriving at the decision to
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method in the bulletin referred to earlier, which
states a t p. 185:
“As a result of such [unusual]transactions the
income tax legally payable may not bear a
norfnunccl relationship to the income shoivn in the
income statement and the accounts therefore
may not meet a normal standard of significance.”
(Emphasis supplied)
There are, finally, a number of difficulties
involved in the proposed treatment of income taxes
that deserve mention even though they are not
directly related to the specific contentions put
forward by the certifying accountants in the case.
The first involves the preparation of general
statistical data from fin’ancial reports. Under the
method proposed, it is permissible to show; as
taxes, an amount in excess of the taxes payable. If
such items are totaled for a period of years or for
groups of companies, they may well be used as
evidence of the aggregate amount of tzikes paid by
the company or by the industry. Obviously any
such representation is erroneous and will misstate,
often very materially, the underlying facts. We
feel that we should not permit the filing with us of
income statements which readily pennit, if they do
not actually invite, such misuse. ‘Even a “chdrge
in lieu of taxes” may result in distorted overall
statistics since it operates to reduce net income
after taxes and so affects the ratio of actual taxes
to net income. If the offsetting credit is netted
against a surplus charge the distortion may be
permanent.%
a Under one variant of the practice no change is made in
$rial net i n e m . In the statements orginally filed in the instant
case, for example, part of the amount included as a charge
among the operating expenses represented a $609,949 reduction in income taxes due to the taking for tax purposes of
accelerated amortization of emergency facilities at the rate of
20 percent a year while in the financial statements only normal
depreciation waa being accrued. See p. 77 supra and Exhibit
A. In the original Statements this $609,949 wm added back
as the last item in the account. Thi internal in-and-out treatment appears to UE to suffer from all of the difficulties we
have discussed even though no change results in the amount of
“net income.” In our opinion, an overstatement of operating
expenses is not corrected by “adding back” the amount of the
overstatement at a later point in the income statement. Such
treatment k in our view artificial and deceptive to all but the
most experienced reader. While there may be.some grounds
for crediting such reductions in taxes to a special amortization
merve there is none for the equivocal practice here followed.

The second and somewhat technical problem is
the difficulty of the computation. It is usual in
contemplating the tax consequences of a proposed
transaction to treat it as an incremental or marginal item. Where tax rates are graduated, this
results in associating the marginal income or
expense with the highest tax bracket. It is
questionable whether such a principle is realistic
when applied to the results of operations for a
completed .year. Net taxable income is a composite
of all taxable income and all deductible items
applicable to the period. The propriety of singling
out any specific item as the item which is taxed in
the highest tax bracket is doubtful. Moreover, in
applying the theory to losses and expenses it
would appear that the existence of a reduction in
taxes is due not only to the expense but is equally
dependent on the existence of taxable income to
offset the expense. It would appear possible that
some part of the benefit from the “reduction”
ought to be attributed to the existence of income.8B
Even if this point be waived, however, there has
been no satisfactory analysis presented of the effect
to be given to the carry-back, carry-forward
provisions of the present income tax law. Without
exploring all of the possible difficulties, one case
may be cited. Suppose that a loss has been charged
to surplus but is deductible for taxes. Suppose
further that in accordance with the present
proposal there is charged to income, as provision
for taxes, the amount of $200,000 although the
actual tax amounts to only $50,000. If in the next
year the company suffers an operating loss of
$500,000, then in view of the carry-back provisions
the reader of the two income statements would
reasonably expect to find a carry-back refund of
$ZOO,OdO-the amount shown as taxes in the first
year. However, obviously no more than $50,000
would actually be refundable. The question arises
sa We note the customary solution of a somewhat similar
problem that arises when a group of companies files a consolidated ta2 return. In assigning to each constituent its
fair share of the consolidated tax paid by the group it ia
usual to divide the actual tax among the companies who would
have had to pay tax on an individual basis. If one of the included companies operated at a loss, the consolidated tax ia of
c o m e reduced, but no part of the “saving” is ordinarily
paid over to the loss company by the other members of the
group. Instead, only those contributing income to the consolidated return share directly in the benefit of the current
reduction. This principle is incorporated in our Rule U-45
under the Public Utility Holding Company Act.
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whether having overstated taxes in the first year
it is not necessary, to be,donsisknt, to overstate
the refund in the seco,nd year. Finally, there are
the permutations in the computation where a
company pays taxes as a member of a consolidated
group. In addition to the allocation of the actual
tax paid among the several companies in the
group, the proposed treatment raises the difficult
question of whether the amount of the so-called
“saving” is to be computed on the basis of a
company’s individual status or on that of the
consolidated group and, once this is decided, of
whether to allocate this %wing’’ as between the
several companies or attribute it solely to the
company having the deduction-even though
perhaps it itself contributed no taxable income!
The third difficulty is the propriety of singling
out the income tax item for adjustment on the
ground that it does not bear a “normal” relation-
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ship to the income reported. Particularly, under
conditions like the present, many if not most of the
income and expense items bear unusual relationships to each other. Under the influence of the war
sales volumes are often very high. Maintenance
may be very high due to continuous operation of
the plant, or very low because of the inability to
obtain materials and labor, or very high because
of the use of inexperienced labor and the inability
to get new machinery, or very low because operations cannot be stopped long enough to make
thorough-going maintenance possible. Selling costs
may be very low because of the volume of war
business or very high because of the use of
advertising to keep restricted products in the
public’s mind. With many items of income and
expense apt to be out of line, there appears to be
little justification and a good deal of danger in
singling out one item for adjustment.
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BECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
EXHIBIT A

Virginia Eleclric and Power Company and Subsidiary and *VirginiaPublic Service Company and Subsidiaries, Cmbiwd-Condensed

Amount
$51,681,778

28,237,367
2,139,496
8,164,872
(361,082)
4,131,408
42 ,322,060

-

9,369,718
. (46,359)
9,314,359

Deductions from income:
Interest and amortization, etc

______ ___ - -__--_______ -- - ----_----_----__--_--_--_---------- ----Net income- - _ __ _ _ - __ - - - ___ - - __ _ _ _ --___ - __ - - - - __ ___ - _--- _-__
__ - - __ _______-____
__-_
Reduction in Federal income and excess profits taxes resulting from the amortisation of facilities allowable
-;--

aa emergency facilities under the Internal Revenue Code, which facilities are expected to be employed
throughout their normal life and not to replace existing facilities_____-____________________________

a Note C to the income account aa set forth in the registration 88 originally tiled read 88 follomi
“C. Federd Inwm and E ~ s a Profits
s
Taxa
“ Virginia Public Service Cornpan# and Subdiarica-The
statements of
income for the year 1842 include provision for Federal normal inoome and
excesa profits taxes computed on the baais of taxable uet income after deducting unamortized debt discount and expense, crrll premium and duplicate intereat on long-term debt called for redemption in 1942. The reduction resultiig from the availability of thesenonrecurring deductions in computing the amount of 1942 taxes payable amounta to $1,571,168 and an
equal amount has been deducted in the accompanying statementa of income for 1842 as special amortization of debt discount and expense. The
balance of unamortized debt discount and expense, call premium and duplicate intereat on long-term debt called for redemption in 1842 maa charged
against earned surplus.
“However, the taxable net income BB computed did not reflect the deduction, for tax purposes, of losses upon anlea of ice and railway property, and
certain other item charged to aurplus. Aa a result, provisions charged to
income in 1942 were approximately S330.000 in esceas of the company’s
liability for Federal income taxes aa shown in ita tax return for that year.
Pending rcview of the returns, thia excm provision is included in accrued
Federal income and e x c w profits taxes a t December 31, 1843.
“In 1843 the company filed a claim for refund of 1841 Federal taxes in the
net amount of approximately 1387,000 under the carry-back provisiona of
the 1842 Revenue Act. However, this amount is subject to such adjustmenta 88 may result from review by the U.S. Treaaury Department and

3,719,527
6,694,832
6q9,949

the claim haa not been reaorded upon the boob of th6 company.
“Federal income and excega profits tax re turn for the aompany and its
subsidiaries for yeara prior to 1842 have been examined by the Treasury
Department and thoee for the yeam prior to 1941 have bean o l d . 0XOWt
for the year 1937 in wspeot of which a claim for refund is wndine.”
First Amendment :
The following paragraph WBB added to Note C:
“ Vir&nia Elcdric and Pmer Cornpony-In addition to the reduction in
Federal tares on income shown in the income statement for 1844. reduotions in excega profita taxesaggregating (4,148,060 have bean applied against
items charged directly to earned surplue.”
The first paragraph of Note C aa above quoted waa a h modified to
reflect an amendment to the form of the profit and 1- statement for
vh&a Public Service Company. Aa amended the paragraph reads BB
follows:
“ Virdnia Publii Service Cornpanu and Subnidiariea-The
etatemenh of
income for the year 1942 include proviaion for Federal normal income and
excesa profita taxes computed without the benefit of the deduction of unamortized debt discount and expense, call premium and duplicate interest
on long-term debt called for redemption in 1942. The reduction renultine
from the availability of these nonrecurring deductions in computing the
amount of 1842 taxes payable amounta to $1.1171.118 and an equal amount
has bean deducted in the accompanying statementa of earned surplus for
1842 from the balance of unamortiaed debt discount and expense. d
pwdum and duplioate interest on long-tmn debt o d d for redemption
in 1942.”
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28,237,367
2 ,139,496
3,406,871
(361,082)
4,131,408

__

_________________

Total oprating expenses and t-es before special charges.. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
Special charges equivslent to reduction in Federal excess profits taxes resulting from special amortization
of emergency facilities (reduction shown separately below) and from redemption of bonds and sale of
property (reductiona applied against related items charged to surplus)-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

__

- ------- - - --- - --- ---- - ----Net operating revenues- ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
_ _ _ - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Other' income-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total operating expemea and t a x a including special chargee-- _ _ - -

37,564,061

-

4,767,999

42,322,060
9,359, 'r 18
(45 ,369 )

-

9,3 14 ,369
3,?19,627

6,594 ,832
Netincome---------------------------------------------------------------------------Reduction in Federal income and e x m profit8 taxes resulting from the amortization of facilities allowable
as emergency facilities under the Internal Revenue Code, which facilities are expect6d to be employed
throughout their normal life and not to replace existing facilities_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 609,949

Balance transferred to earned surplus

____ - - ___ _-- - ___ - __ - __ - - __ ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 The language "excluding rediuotionn shown separately below or applied
against items charged directly to surplus" included in original regbtration
and Amendment No. 1 WBB deleted from this caption by Amendment No. 2.
b F e d income and ezcdd. pro&to a.

6,204,781

Note C to the income acoount 88 shown in the registration aa originally
Bled after Amendment No. 1 waa ohanged by Amendment No. 2 88 follOm'8:
The paragraph added by the first amendment WBB deleted. Also the first
paragraph of the orisinal Nota C waa deleted.
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EXHIBIT C
Virginia Eleclric and Power Cmiipany and Subsidiary and Virginia Public Setvice Company and Subsidkrim, Cm&w~-Condensed certified alalemenl oj income jar 1944 as shown in andmen1 No. 9

Itenc

Aimnt
861,681,778

28,237,307
2,139 ,496
3,406,872
(361,082)
4,131,408

lotal operating expenses and taxes (before special chargee below) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _37,684,061

r.

14,117,717
(46,369 )

Federal incoma and e m 8 projlb Lazes.
Note C to the inoome aacount as shown in the registration

aaaounte or income statement for suoh additional amortiaation. since it

0

originally
filed and after Amendments 1 and 2 waa changed by Amendment No. 3
by adding the following two paragraphs:
" Vi6nia Electric and Power Cot~~pany-In addition to the reduotiom of
Federal excess profits taxes payable for the year 1944 which resulted from
coate and losses charged to surplus and for whiah speaial.abarges of equivaLent amounts have been made in the income statement for that year, suoh
taxes were further reduced 8637.496 by reason of the deduation for tax
purposes of amounts, in exceea of depreciation provided for at uaual rates,
allowable tu amortisation of emergenay facilities under Section 124 of the
Internal Revenue Code. No provision hss been made in the company's
88

ie

expected that the related facilities will be employed throughout their normal l i e and will not replaae ariatins facilities.
" Virginia Public Swoice Company and Submdiariea-Federal
e x o e s ~pwlita taxes payable for the period from January 1 through May 21. 1844.
were reduaed (72.463 by -on
of a deduotion for tax purposes of amount%
in excess of depreciation provided for a t usual rates, allowable 88 amortiiation of emergency facilities under Seation 124 of the Internal Revenue Code.
No provision has been made in the .aompanies' aocounta or income 8 t a b
ment for such additional amortisation. einae it is expeatmi that the related
faailities will be employed throughout their normal life and will not replaoe exintins facilities."
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EXHIBIT D
Virginia Electric and Power C o m p a q aid Subsidiary a d Virginia Public Service Company and Subaidiariea, Combined-Condensed
certified statement of income for 1944 as shuum in amendment No. 4
Atnounl
$61,681,778

28,237,367
2,139,496
3,406,872
(361,082)
4,131 ,408

Total operating expenses and taxes ________________________________________---------------37,664,061
14,117,717
(46,369)

Gross income. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deductions from income:
- - ___ _ _ ___ ___ -_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ ____ ----_ _-- --___
Interest and amortizatiun, etc- Special charges of those portions of premium and expenses on redemption of bonds ($2,091,177) and of
loss on sale of property ($2,066,873) which are equivalent to resulting reduction in Federal exceea profits taxes--- - - - - - - - -_ _ ------___
_ - _-__ _ _ ----

____ __ __

___

__ __ ____ __

__

______ ______ __________ ______

_____

___

__

14,072,368
3,710,627

4,149,060
--6,204.78 I

a Federal income and ezce~8profit~tazes.
Note C to the income account as finally amended comprised six parsgraphs. Three were identical with pawrapha 2, 3, and 4 of the original
note. The other three read 88 follows:
” Virginia Electricand Power Cornpanu-Federal
exeagl profita taxes payable for the year 1044 were reduced 14,688,646 by reason of deduction8 for
tar:purposes of redemption premiums end expenses incurred in refunding of
bonds. of a loss sustained on the eale of transportation property and of
amounta. in exoeaa of depreciation provided for a t usual rates, allowable
as amortisation of emergency facilities under Section 124 of the Internal
Revenue Code. There have bean included in the income statement for 1044
as apeaial charges those portiona of the refunding costa ($2.001.177) and
of theloeaon saleof property ($3,058,873) whichare equivalent to the reduotions in taxes resulting from these particular trassctione. the remainder
of such cwta and loas being charged against earned surplua. No provision
haa been made in the company’s accounta or income statement for the additional amortisation allowable in respect of emergency facilities, since it.
w expected that the related facilities wiU be employed throughout their
normal life and w i l l not replace exbting facilities.

Virginia Public Ssroice Company and submdiane~-The statemente of
income for the year 1042 include proviaion for Federal normal income and
axcaaa profits taxes computed on the bsaia of taxable net income after
deducting mamortised debt discount, call premium and expense on longterm debt called for redemption in 1042. The reduction Fesultlng from the
availability of these nonrecurring reductiona in computing the amount of
1942 taxes payable amounta to )1.671.158 and an equal amount has been
deducted in the accompanying statementa of inoome for 1042 aa a special
charge of debt discount. oaU premium and expense. The balance of unamortised debt discount, call premium and expense on long-term debt
called for redemption in 1042 WBB oharged against earned surplus.
“Federal excess pmfita taxes payable for the period from Janusry 1
through May 36,1844, were redunad S72,463byrenaon of a deduction for tax
purpoaea of amounta, in axcas~of depreciation provided for at usual rates,
allowable aa amortization of emergency facilities under Seation 134 of the
Internal Revenue Code. No provision hm bean made in the comoanies’
accounta or income statement for such additional amortisation. since it is
expected that the relatad facilities will be employed throughout their
normal life and will not replace eristing faoilltk.”

